MEMORANDUM FOR AFROTC/DET158/CC

FROM: OG/CC

SUBJECT: Honor/Warrior Flight Criteria

1. This document details the aspects of the Honor Flight and Warrior Flight awards for the Fall 2006 semester. It will define the purpose of the awards, document the selection process, as well as note and explain changes from the previous semester.

2. The Honor/Warrior Flight awards are tools that create a friendly competition environment between flights. This competition will help to facilitate motivation and encourage excellence in individual cadet and flight performance. This will also be the basis for selection of the semester Honor/Warrior Flight so winning flights can receive the ribbons.

3. HONOR FLIGHT CRITERIA AND SCORING: The Honor Flight award recognizes the flight that best exemplifies excellence in leadership, service, and professionalism. There are four quantifiable criteria that will be used to determine Honor Flight:

   a. **Uniform Inspections** - Results from uniform inspections reflect on the individual cadet’s attention to detail and the flights overall ability to work as a team. Each cadet will be able to contribute to their flight’s overall performance in open rank inspections. The overall number of discrepancies for each cadet will be tallied and that number will be divided by the total number of cadets inspected. The flight with the lowest number will receive the highest score. Points will be awarded to each flight accordingly:

   (1) 80 points
   (2) 70 points
   (3) 60 points
   (4) 50 points
   (5) 40 points
   (6) 30 points
   (7) 20 points
   (8) 10 points

   b. **Recruiting Hours** - Recruiting is a service to the detachment and demonstrates a commitment to the AFROTC mission. Cadets that attend recruiting events will earn their flight 1 point. These points will be tallied and each flight will then be awarded a score based upon their ranking. Any flight with no recruiting hours will not be ranked and will be awarded a score of 0.
c. **Community Service Hours** - Community service demonstrates a commitment to the AFROTC mission as well as a commitment to the community and nation. Each community service event a cadet participates in will earn his/her flight 1 point. These points will be tallied and each flight will then be awarded a score based upon their ranking. Any flight with no service hours will not be ranked and will be awarded a score of 0.

(1) 40 points  
(2) 35 points  
(3) 30 points  
(4) 25 points  
(5) 20 points  
(6) 15 points  
(7) 10 points  
(8) 5 points

d. **Wing Staff Recognition** - There are characteristics that can not be accounted for through quantifiable means that demonstrate excellence. This is why the Wing Staff will have an equal weight in determining the Honor Flight. Wing Staff will rank in order what they each feel are the top performing flights based on the Honor Flight criteria. Each of these flights will receive points based upon their ranking.

(1) 40 points  
(2) 35 points  
(3) 30 points  
(4) 25 points  
(5) 20 points  
(6) 15 points  
(7) 10 points  
(8) 5 points

4. **WARRIOR FLIGHT CRITERIA**: The Warrior Flight award recognizes the flight that has best exemplifies the warrior spirit. Qualities of the warrior spirit include: the ability to remain highly motivated and motivate others, maintaining a positive attitude in challenging circumstances, and excellence in physical fitness.
a. Saturday Drill Practice – Cadets may earn point towards warrior flight by attending Saturday Drill Practice. This demonstrates a desire for improvement, and dedication to helping other cadets improve. Each cadet that attends will earn his/her flight 1 point. The total number of points will then be tallied and each flight will receive a score. Flights with no participation will not be ranked and will be awarded a base score of 0 points for this category.

   (1) 40 points
   (2) 35 points
   (3) 30 points
   (4) 25 points
   (5) 20 points
   (6) 15 points
   (7) 10 points
   (8) 5 points

b. Social Attendance – Cadets may also earn points toward warrior flight by hosting and participating in socials. A gathering of at least 5 cadets from the same flight will be considered a social. Each cadet in attendance at a social will earn the flight 1 point. A flight may host an unlimited number of socials per week. Wing socials and squadron socials will count the same as flight socials. 1 point will be awarded each cadet in attendance. A total attendance for all cadets at socials will be tallied and a score for each flight will be awarded.

   (1) 40 points
   (2) 35 points
   (3) 30 points
   (4) 25 points
   (5) 20 points
   (6) 15 points
   (7) 10 points
   (8) 5 points

c. Extra PT Attendance – Cadets may also earn points for their flight by attending extra PT. This demonstrates a desire for improvement, and dedication to helping other cadets improve. Each extra PT session a cadet attends will earn 1 point for his/her flight. The total number of points will then be tallied and a score for each flight will be awarded. If a flight has no participation in extra PT will not be ranked and will be awarded a score of 0 points.

   (1) 40 points
   (2) 35 points
   (3) 30 points
   (4) 25 points
   (5) 20 points
   (6) 15 points
   (7) 10 points
   (8) 5 points
d. **PFT Scores** – The Physical Fitness Test is a direct measurement of the physical fitness level of a cadet. Cadets may earn points for their flights though PFT performance. Each flight will have their PFT scores averaged and a score will be awarded based on performance.

(1) 80 points  
(2) 70 points  
(3) 60 points  
(4) 50 points  
(5) 40 points  
(6) 30 points  
(7) 20 points  
(8) 10 points

e. **Wing Staff Recognition** - There are characteristics that can not be accounted for through quantifiable means that demonstrate excellence. This is why the Wing Staff will have a weight in determining the Warrior Flight. Wing Staff will rank in order what they each feel are the top performing flights based on the Warrior Flight criteria. Each of these flights will receive points based upon their ranking.

(1) 40 points  
(2) 35 points  
(3) 30 points  
(4) 25 points  
(5) 20 points  
(6) 15 points  
(7) 10 points  
(8) 5 points

6. **TIE-BREAKING**: In the event that 2 or more flights score the same number of points in any given category, they will be awarded the same score. Subsequent flights in the rankings will still receive the points that apply to their positions in the scoring system. Example: Flight A and Flight B tie for first place in a category. They will both receive the first place points. Flight C technically finishes second but will receive the points for third place. If two flights finish the week at a tie in total points, Wing Staff will make a decision on the winner.

(1). Flight A - 40 points 
(2) Flight B - 40 points  
(3) Flight C - 30 points  
(4) Flight D - 25 points
5. MONTHLY SELECTION PROCESS: Honor Flight will be awarded to the flight with the highest total score in the given categories. Any month that there is no open rank inspection the score for all flights in this category will be zero. Warrior Flight will be awarded to the flight with the highest total score in the given categories of Warrior Flight.

6. SEMESTER SELECTON PROCESS: The semester selection process will be the same as the monthly. However, all points for the entire semester will be added up and the flights with the overall highest score will receive the ribbon for Honor Flight and Warrior Flight.

6. DISCLAIMER AND DETAILS: Flight score sheets are due no later than the first LLAB of the month. Scoring begins at 0001 hours on the first day of the month. It is the responsibility of the flight commander to update his or her roster to accurately reflect the number of cadet in his or her flight.

7. If you have any questions about the criteria of this memo, please contact me at 813-817-6098 or via email at iamblank26@yahoo.com.
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